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A self-onsistent theory is derived to desribe the BCS-BEC rossover for a strongly interating
Fermi gas with a Feshbah resonane. In the theory the utuation of the dressed moleules,
onsisting of both preformed Cooper-pairs and bare Feshbah moleules, has been inluded within
a self-onsistent T -matrix approximation, beyond the Nozières and Shmitt-Rink strategy onsidered
by Ohashi and Grin. The resulting self-onsistent equations are solved numerially to investigate
the normal state properties of the rossover at various resonane widths. It is found that the
superuid transition temperature Tc inreases monotonially at all widths as the eetive interation
between atoms beomes more attrative. Furthermore, a residue fator Zm of the moleule's Green
funtion and a omplex eetive mass have been determined, to haraterize the fration and lifetime
of Feshbah moleules at Tc. Our many-body alulations of Zm agree qualitatively well with the
reent measurments on the gas of
6
Li atoms near the broad resonane at 834 Gauss. The rossover
from narrow to broad resonanes has also been studied.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Ss, 05.30.Fk, 74.20.-z
Introdution.  The reently demonstrated strongly
interating Fermi gases of
40
K and
6
Li near a Feshbah
resonane have attrated a lot of attention [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8℄. In these systems, beause of the oupling be-
tween a pair of atoms in an open hannel and a bound
moleular state of a losed hannel, it is possible to
obtain an arbitrarily strong attrations between atoms
by tuning the energy of the moleular state aross the
resonane with a magneti eld. It therefore provides
us a unique opportunity to experimentally examine the
rossover from a Bardeen-Cooper-Shrieer (BCS) super-
uidity to a Bose-Einstein ondensate (BEC).
The use of the Feshbah resonane, however, signif-
iantly ompliates the theoretial analysis of urrent
experimental results, due to the presene of the bound
moleular state. It has been argued that a two-hannel
(resonane) model that desribes expliitly both the open
hannel and losed hannel physis should be adopted as
a minimum ingredient for the theory [9, 10, 11℄. In the
model, the moleular bound state in the losed hannel is
treated as a featureless bosoni partile, and two essential
parameters, the threshold energy of moleules and the
atom-moleule oupling onstant, are required to hara-
terize the total system. This is in ontrast to the tradi-
tional single-hannel model, in whih the losed hannel
or the bare Feshbah moleules are negleted. Thereby
the model is haraterized solely by a single parameter
of s-wave sattering length a, i.e., the interatomi inter-
ation is desribed by a ontat potential with strength
4π~2a/m. The appliability of these models to urrent
experiments, together with their equivalene in ertain
limits, are atively debated at present. A losely related
subtle problem is the nature of Fermi superuidity near
the resonane, i.e., whether the superuid transition is
assoiated with small pairs that are moleular in hara-
ter, or large objets akin to Cooper pairs.
In this paper we present a many-body theory of the
two-hannel model for an interating ultra-old Fermi gas
with a Feshbah resonane at and above the superuid
transition temperature Tc. In the theory the strong u-
tuations of the preformed Cooper-pairs and of the Fes-
hbah moleules have been inorporated within a self-
onsistent T -matrix approximation, similar to that on-
sidered by Haussmann for single-hannel model [12℄. We
then apply the theory to explore the normal phase of the
gas at BCS-BEC rossover, emphasizing the importane
of the resonane width. The purpose of the exploration
is three-fold. (1) First, a reliable Tc is predited. Till
now there are strong evidenes for the emergene of su-
peruidity at the rossover [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8℄. Preise ex-
perimental haraterizations of the thermodynami and
dynamial properties of strongly interating Fermi gases
are also undergoing. In this respet, a reliable theoretial
predition of Tc of the rossover gas is, therefore, useful
for guiding future experimental investigations. Previous
alulations of Tc is based on the so-alled Nozières and
Shmitt-Rink (NSR) sheme [13, 14℄, whih is an anal-
ysis equivalent to the ladder approximation using free
fermioni Green's funtions. In both weak and strong
oupling limits this approximation leads to orret re-
sults [13℄. However, at the rossover it beomes less a-
urate as the fermioni quasipartiles are far from being
free partiles. Our theory has the advantage of taking a
self-onsistently dressed Green funtion in the T -matrix,
and is expeted to give a reasonable Tc than the NSR
sheme. (2) Seond, to haraterize the nature of pairs
at the rossover, the fration and lifetime of the bare
Feshbah moleules have been studied, by extrating the
residue fator Zm and the eetive mass from the Green
funtion of moleules. The value of Zm an be diretly
determined in experiments using the Stern-Gerlah sele-
tion tehnique to measure the magneti moment of the
2pairs [15℄, or using the optial spetrosopy to projet
out the singlet omponent of the pairs [16℄. Our al-
ulations of Zm emphasize the many-body eets at the
rossover, in partiular, on the BCS side of the resonane.
For an ultraold gas of
6
Li atoms at the broad resonane
B0 = 834 G, we nd a reasonable agreement between our
theoretial preditions and the reent spetrosopy mea-
surements by Hulet et al. [16℄. (3) Finally, the rossover
from a narrow to a broad resonane with inreasing atom-
moleule oupling strengths has been investigated.
Self-onsistent T -matrix approximation.  We on-
sider a homogeneous gas of fermioni atoms in two dif-
ferent hyperne states in the viinity of a Feshbah res-
onane. In the grand anonial ensemble the gas of
N atoms is desribed by an atom-moleule Hamiltonian
[9, 10, 11℄,
H =
∑
kσ
(ǫk − µ) c+kσckσ + Ubare
∑
kk′q
c+k+q↑c
+
k′−q↓ck′↓ck↑
+
∑
q
(ǫq/2 + νbare − 2µ) b+q bq
+gbare
∑
kq
(
b+q ck+q/2↑c−k+q/2↓ + h.c.
)
. (1)
Here the two hyperne states are denoted as pseudospins
σ =↑, ↓, with N↑ = N↓ = N/2. c+kσ and b+q represent
the reation operators of an atom with the kineti en-
ergy ǫk = ~
2k2/2m and of a Feshbah moleule with the
dispersion ǫq/2 + νbare = ~
2q2/4m+ νbare, respetively.
The magneti detuning or the threshold energy νbare is
a key parameter in this model, and an be onveniently
adjusted by an external magneti eld B. It hanges sign
aross the resonane from above and enables the forma-
tion of stable moleules. As the moleule is made of two
atoms, a hemial potential µ is introdued to impose the
onservation of the total number of the bare Fermi atoms,
i.e., 〈N〉 = 〈∑kσ c+kσckσ
〉
+
〈∑
q b
+
q bq
〉
= N . Moreover,
two ontat interations have been adopted for the non-
resonant (or bak-ground) atom-atom satterings and the
atom-moleule oupling, as parameterized by Ubare and
gbare, respetively.
As usual, the use of ontat interations leads to an
(unphysial) ultraviolet divergene, and requires a renor-
malization that expresses the bare parameters Ubare,
gbare, and νbare, in terms of the observed or renormal-
ized values U0 = 4π~
2abg/m, g0, and ν0 = ∆µ (B −B0),
where abg is the bak-ground s-wave sattering length for
the atoms, g0 is assoiated with the width of resonane,
and ∆µ is the magneti moment dierene between the
atomi and the bound moleular states. The renormal-
ization an be done by solving either the Lippmann-
Shwinger sattering equations or the vertex funtions
in the two-body limit. The outome is very transpar-
ent in physis: one an just replae in everywhere the
bare parameters by their orresponding observable val-
ues. In addition, the divergent Cooper pair or two-
partile propagator (dened later) ould be regularized
Figure 1: Diagrammati representations of the atomi self-
energy (a), the moleular self-energy (b), the Bethe-Salpeter
equation for the four-point vertex funtion (), and the atom-
moleule vertex funtion (d). The solid (dot-dashed) line rep-
resents G (D0), the dotted line desribe Ubare, and the empty
irle is the bare atom-moleule oupling gbare.
as Π(q, iνn) → Π(q, iνn) −
∑
k 1/ (2ǫk). In Ref. [17℄, it
is stated that this proedure yields the orret expression
for the moleular binding energy, and therefore inorpo-
rates the exat two-body sattering proess. A similar
onlusion has also been arrived by Falo and Stoof [18℄.
To relate the value of g0 to experimentally known
parameters, we ompare the expression for the ef-
fetive interations between atoms in the low-density
limit, Ueff = U0 + g
2
0/ (−ν0), with the s-wave sat-
tering length of the atoms as a funtion of magneti
eld, a(B) = abg [1 + ∆B/(B −B0)], where ∆B is
the width of resonane. Using the relation Ueff =
4π~2a(B)/m and eliminating U0 and ν0, we have that
g0 = 2~ [π (−abg∆B∆µ) /m]1/2. For the 6Li atoms at the
broad resonane B0 = 834 G of interest here, ∆B ≈ 300
G, ∆µ ≈ 2µB, and abg ≈ −1405a0 [19℄, where µB is the
Bohr magneton and a0 = 0.529 Å is the Bohr radius.
We solve the atom-moleule Hamiltonian (1) in the
self-onsistent T -matrix approximation by summing up
innite ladder diagrams involving Ubare and partile-
partile bubble diagrams involving gbare. We onsider
here only the normal phase of the atomi gas. The gen-
eralization to the superuid phase is more interesting
(and, of ourse, more ompliated), and will be addressed
elsewhere. As shown in Fig. 1a, diagrammatially the
dressed Green funtion of atoms G(k, iωm) and its self-
energy Σa(k, iωm) read, respetively,
G−1(k, iωm) = G
−1
0 (k, iωm)− Σa(k, iωm), (2)
Σa(k, iωm) = T
∑
q,iνn
Γ(q, iνn)G (q− k, iνn − iωm) ,(3)
where G0 (k, iωm) = [iωm − (ǫk − µ)]−1 is free atomi
Green funtion, and iωm (iνn) is the fermioni (bosoni)
Matsubara frequenies. The approximate four-point ver-
tex funtion Γ(q, iνn) is solved readily from the Bethe-
3Salpeter equation (see Fig. 1),
Γ−1(q, iνn) = U
−1
eff (q, iνn) + Π(q, iνn), (4)
where Π = T
∑
k,iωm
G (q− k, iνn − iωm)G (k, iωm) −∑
k 1/ (2ǫk), and the eetive pairing interation Ueff =
U0 + g
2
0D0 (q, iνn) onsists of the bakground inter-
ation U0 and the indued interation mediated by
Feshbah moleules g20D0 (q, iνn), where D0 (q, iνn) =
1/ [iνn − ǫq/2− ν0 + 2µ] is the non-interating moleu-
lar Green funtion. Note that the indued interation
dominates near the Feshbah resonane, and aquires a
dependene on the relative energy of the olliding atoms
(i.e., retarded eets) that beomes stronger for a nar-
row resonane. Analogously, it is straightforward to write
down the atom-moleule vertex funtion,
g−1 (q, iνn) = g
−1
0 + g
−1
0 U0Π(q, iνn), (5)
whose diagrammati equivalent is shown in Fig. 1d. This
leads to the Dyson equation for moleules (see Fig. 1b),
D−1 (q, iνn) = D
−1
0 (q, iνn)− Σm(q, iνn), (6)
Σm(q, iνn) = −g0Π(q, iνn)g(q, iνn), (7)
where D (q, iνn) and Σm(q, iνn) are, respetively, the
moleular Green funtion and self-energy.
Eqs. (2)-(7) form a lose set of equations, whih we
refer to as a self-onsistent theory for the two-hannel
model. We emphasize that in these equations, we have
used a fully dressed fermioni Green funtion that has to
be determined self-onsistently. This is ontrasted to the
NSR sheme onsidered by Ohashi and Grin, where
a free fermioni Green funtion is adopted [14℄. Atu-
ally, with replaing G by G0 in Π and Σa and writing
G = G0 + G0ΣaG0, we reprodue the NSR formalism.
Furthermore, if we set Ueff ≡ U0 in the four-point vertex
funtion (4) and neglet the moleular part, we reover
the self-onsistent theory for the single-hannel model, as
proposed earlier by Haussmann [12℄.
We have solved Eqs. (2)-(7) in a self-onsistent manner
by an iteration proedure, whih is repeated suessively
to obtain G and D in higher orders until onvergene is
ahieved. At a nite temperature T ≥ Tc, the only quan-
tity to be determined is the hemial potential µ, whih
has to be adjusted to satisfy the onstraint for the total
density ntot = nF +2nm, where nF = 2G(x = 0, τ = 0
−)
and nm = −D(x = 0, τ = 0−) are the density of atoms
and moleules, respetively. In the alulation, the en-
ergy and length are taken in units of ǫF = ~
2k2F /2m
and k−1F , where kF =
(
3π2ntot
)1/3
is the harateristi
Fermi wavelength. Without further larity, in the alu-
lation we take a weak bak-ground atom-atom intera-
tion, kFabg = −0.1, in aord with the real experimental
situation [16℄.
It is worth notiing that the properties of Fes-
hbah resonaes is naturally haraterized by a di-
mensionless atom-moleule oupling onstant g =
g0~
−2m (2πkF )
−1/2
, quoted later as an intrinsi width
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Figure 2: (olor online) (a) The superuid transition tem-
perature Tc as a funtion of the eetive oupling strength
veff for dimensionless atom-moleule ouplings g = 10, 3,
and 1. The full lines with solid symbols represent the numeri-
al results of our self-onsistent theory. The dotted lines with
empty symbols are obtained by NSRmethod. (b) The popula-
tion of bare Feshbah moleules nm at Tc, and the population
of preformed Cooper pairs 2n
p
= nF − nF0 at Tc, where
nF0 = 2
∑
k
f (ǫk − µ), and f(x) is the Fermi distribution
funtion.
of resonanes. To illustrate the physial implia-
tion of this dimensionless parameter, we note that
the important energy sale of resonanes an be de-
ned as ǫR = ∆µ (∆B)in, where (∆B)in /∆B =
(∆µ∆B) /
[
~
2/
(
2ma2bg
)]
[20, 21℄. g is related to the
ratio between ǫR and the Fermi energy ǫF via g =
[ǫR/ǫF ]
1/4
. Hene, if the Fermi energy is well within
the harateristi energy sale of resonanes, i.e., g ≫ 1,
we have a broad resonane. The opposite limit of g ≤ 1
denes a narrow one. We note also that it is possible
to tune the value of the intrinsi width of resonanes by
hanging the density of the gas, as g ∝ k−1/2F ∝ n−1/6tot .
Superuid transition temperature Tc.  The super-
uid transition temperature an be onveniently deter-
mined by the Thouless riterion,
[Γ(q = 0, iνn = 0)]
−1
T=Tc
= 0, (8)
whih desribes the instability of the normal phase of the
gas towards the formation of Cooper pairs of atoms [13℄.
4In our T -matrix approximation, the Thouless riterion is
onsistent with the Hugenholtz-Pines ondition for Fes-
hbah moleules that the moleular Green-funtion (6)
must develop a pole at q =iνn = 0 as T → Tc. As the
four-point vertex funtion represents roughly the propa-
gator of Cooper pairs, this onsisteny implies that the
superuid phase transition is aomplished by dressed
moleules that involve both the preformed Cooper pairs
and the Feshbah moleules [14℄.
In Fig. 2a we present our results for Tc as a funtion
of an eetive oupling onstant veff = 1/ (kF aeff ) as
full symbols, where 4π~2aeff/m = U0 + g
2
0/ (−ν0 + 2µ).
For omparison the NSR preditions are also plotted by
empty symbols. Three values of dimensionless atom-
moleule oupling g have been onsidered, orresponding
to the situations with broad (g = 10), medium (g = 3),
and narrow (g = 1) resonanes. For all these intrin-
si resonane widths, it is obvious that our results of Tc
inrease monotonially with inreasing the eetive ou-
pling onstant. In ontrast, for the broad or medium res-
onane, the NSR theory predits a slight hump struture
at the rossover. This maximum presumably is an arti-
fat of the lak of self-onsisteny. As stated by Hauss-
mann [12℄, a repulsive interation between the pairs leads
to a depression of Tc due to the omposite nature of
pairs. The approximating use of the free fermioni Green
funtion in NSR sheme neglets the possible repulsion
between dressed moleules, and therefore overestimates
the transition temperature. Nevertheless, in two limits
of weak and strong interations, both theories give al-
most the same results: In the weak-oupling limit of
veff → −∞, they give bak the standard BCS result
of kBTBCS/ǫF → 0.614 exp [πveff/2], as shown by the
dashed line; On the other hand, in the strong-oupling
limit of veff → +∞, they orretly reprodue the BEC
temperature of kBTBEC/ǫF ≈ 0.218.
The transition temperature depends also on the in-
trinsi width of Feshbah resonanes in a non-trivial
way. As shown in Fig. 2b, theoretially, with dereas-
ing the intrinsi width the harater of dressed moleules
hanges from the large objet of Cooper pairs to the
small point struture of bare Feshbah moleules. As
a fat that the transition temperature of non-interating
bare moleules is larger than that of performed Cooper
pairs, the less population of Cooper pairs tends to en-
hane our predited transition temperature. This feature
should be universal with respet to the inlusion of repul-
sive moleule-moleule interations in the atom-moleule
model (1), beause, ontrasted to the omposite Cooper
pairs, the transition temperature of a weakly interating
gas of true moleules inreases with inreasing repulsions
between molelues [22℄, and thereby is always larger than
that of Cooper pairs. We note that, interestingly, the
NSR results go exatly in the opposite diretion as the
intrinsi width dereases, whih is again due to the lak
of self-onsisteny.
Moleular probe of the BCS-BEC rossover.  At
the rossover the dressed moleules are extremely weakly
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Figure 3: (olor online) (a) The real part of Zm at the su-
peruid transition as a funtion of veff . (b) ReZm (Tc) and
ReZm (2Tc) at the rossover for g = 10 in logarithmi sale.
() Temperature dependene of ReZm at veff = −1, 0, and
+1 for g = 10 .
bound objets, depending strongly on many-body ef-
fets. They an hardly be deteted by the standard
tehnique suh as the time-of-ight expansion. In on-
trast, the bare Feshbah moleules are well dened
point strutures, and an easily be haraterized by the
usual optial spetrosopy methods. Therefore it is pos-
sible to probe the rossover indiretly through the mea-
surement of bare moleules. As the dressed moleules
ontain both Cooper pairs and bare moleules [18℄, i.e.,
|dressed〉 = eiφ√1− Zm |open〉 +
√
Zm |losed〉, a andi-
date observable would be the amplitude Zm of the bare
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Figure 4: (olor online) Comparison between our theoretial
preditions and the experimental data (Fig. 5 in Ref. [16℄)
for the residue of the pole of the
6
Li Feshbah moleules at
the broad resonane B0 = 834 G.
moleular state in the losed hannel. For an ultraold
gas of
6
Li atoms, the losed (open) hannel, to an ex-
ellent approximation, orresponds to the atomi singlet
(triplet) state. As a result, the value of Zm an diretly
be determined by seletively projeting out the singlet
omponent of the dressed moleules with optial spe-
trosopy. This is exatly what was done reently by Hulet
et al. [16℄, where a tiny value of Zm (∼ 10−4) has been
observed in the unitary limit (kF aeff → ∞) right on
resonane.
In our theory Zm is assoiated with the residue of the
pole of the moleular Green funtion (6), whih, in the
spirit of Landau quasipartile onept, takes the form,
D (q, iνn) =
Zm
iνn − (~2q2/2m∗m − µm)
, (9)
for suiently small q and iνn. Here m
∗
m is a omplex
eetive mass, and µm is a moleular hemial potential
that goes to zero as T → Tc. In Fig. 3a, we report
our self-onsistent alulations for ReZm at Tc against
the oupling veff , together with the two-body results
in dashed lines [17, 18℄. In the strong oupling BEC
region (veff ≥ 1) these results are idential as expeted.
However, near the Feshbah resonane they do show a
large dierene, whih should attribute to the many-body
eets.
The value of Zm dereases signiantly with inreas-
ing the atom-moleule oupling. In large g limit where
the Cooper pairs dominate at the rossover, we nd ap-
proximately Zm (g, veff , T ) ≈ Zm (veff , T ) /g2. For 6Li
gas at the broad resonane B0 = 834 G, we estimate
g ≈ 120 [16℄. Therefore, from our data at g = 10, the
expeted value of Zm in the unitary limit is in the order
of 10−4, whih agrees qualitatively well with the exper-
imental ndings by Hulet et al. [16℄. A full omparison
between our theoretial results and experimental data
over the entire rossover regime is shown in Fig. 4. We
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Figure 5: (olor online) The real part (a) and imaginary part
(b) of the eetive mass of the bare moleules at the rossover.
note that this qualitative agreement is robust against the
unknown temperature in experiment. In Figs. 3b and 3,
we show the nite temperature eet on Zm in a logarith-
mi sale for g = 10. As the temperature doubles, Zm
inreases, but its order is essentially unhanged. We note
also that in our alulations we do not onsider the eet
of harmoni trap present in experiments, whih tends to
quantitatively derease the value of Zm.
At the rossover, the Feshbah moleules an transfer
or break up into free fermions. This mehanis auses
the nite lifetime of the moleules, as evidened by the
nonzero imaginary part of the residue Zm, or of the ee-
tive mass m∗m. We present in Fig. 5 the results for m
∗
m
at Tc. In the deep BEC limit, the moleules are stable
so that the imaginary part of m∗m is nearly zero and the
real part Rem∗m ≈ 2m. While in the opposite limit of
a weak oupling, i.e., veff ≤ −1, the imaginary part is
muh larger than the real part, whih suggests that the
moleules are overdamped. In addition, as the dimen-
sionless atom-moleule oupling g dereases, the value of
Imm∗m beomes smaller, as expeted.
Crossover from the narrow to broad resonanes. 
It was suggested that for a broad Feshbah resonane,
the gas should be well desribed by the single-hannel
model with a single parameter (i.e., the s-wave satter-
ing length) [20℄. This suggestion was supported from
a oupled-hannel alulation in the ontext of two-body
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Figure 6: (olor online) Illustration of the rossover from nar-
row to broad resonanes on resonane ν0 = 0. (a) The transi-
tion temperature Tc, (b) the hemial potential at Tc, () the
frations of partiles, and (d) ReZm (Tc) as a funtion of the
dimensionless atom-moleule oupling g.
physis [23℄, or, from a mean-eld alulation at zero tem-
perature [21℄. However, the situation is less lear beyond
the mean-eld approximation. In Fig. 6, we show our
many-body results on resonane (ν0 = 0) for the ritial
temperature Tc, the hemial potential at Tc, the residue
of the pole of bare Feshbah moleules Zm, as well as
the frations of partiles. As g inreases, Tc and µ (Tc)
ome to saturate, and Zm and nm drop as 1/g
2
. There-
fore, using our self-onsist theory we veried numerially
that in the broad resonane limit the behavior of the gas
indeed beomes universal, towards the predition of the
single-hannel model.
A possible andidate to observe the rossover from nar-
row to broad resonanes is a gas of
40
K atoms at B0 = 202
G, where we nd g ≈ 10 under urrent experimental sit-
uation [1℄. Aording to the relation g ∝ n−1/6, it is
possible to obtain a narrow resonane by inreasing the
enter density of the gas, n. This might be ahieved by
using more tight harmoni traps or trapping more atoms
in the experiment.
Conlusions.  In this paper we have developed a
many-body theory of the two-hannel model for an inter-
ating Fermi gas with a Feshbah resonane. The theory
inludes the strong utuations in a self-onsistent man-
ner that is neessary at the BCS-BEC rossover. As an
appliation, we have studied in detail the normal phase
properties of the rossover, with a speial attention on
the eets of intrinsi resonane widths. A reasonable su-
peruid transition temperature has been predited. Our
preditions for the residue of the pole of bare moleules
agree qualitatively well with the experimental ndings.
We expet, therefore, that the present theory gives a re-
liable desription of urrent BCS-BEC rossover physis
in atomi normal Fermi gases. The generalization of our
theory to the superuid phase is under investigation, and
will be reported elsewhere.
We are indebted to Prof. Peter D. Drummond and
Prof. Allan Grin for useful disussions. We gratefully
aknowledge the Australian Researh Coun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port of this work.
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